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1- Introduction
Quantum computing is a promising computer model

for the next generation. Currently quantum algorithm
has been studied with simulations on the conventional
computer. The explosively increasing amount of comput-
ing devices or time is needed, however, when the number
of quantum bits (qubits) in quantum computing increases
linearly. On the other hand, the number of usable devices
per chip and its operational speed are increasing due to
the progress of silicon technology, year by year. The pro-
cessor architecture utilizing the massive silicon devices
potentially realize the operation time of quantum com-
puting, where the architecture has to be suitable for large
scale parallel computation and simple programming.

To simulate quantum circuits by taking a number
of steps of the same order as a quantum computer,
we present a dedicated processor based on a Single-
Instruction-Multiple-Data (SIMD) architecture with a
recursive structure which is suitable for scaling. We have
experimentally fabricated the processor within a single
chip of programmable logic device (PLD) and demon-
strated a quantum Fourier transform algorithm [B].

2 Simulation Method
In our simulator, the universal-quantum-gate opera-

tions lL, 2) are realized as calculations of particular band
diagonal matrices. The three elementary matrices are
utilized.
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In the case of a gate operation U on i-th qubit within
rz-qubit quantum circuit, a whole matrix U is given
by the tensor product of EA. . .gES UeE. . .&8, where
.E denotes a 2 x 2 identity matrix. This is equiva-
lent to a band diagonal matrix which has 2i-th off-
diagonal elements. The matrix is operated on the vec-
tor f \[) - l1h"-i I lrh"-zl I ...1/o), where lrh,l _
,ol0) * c.r1l1). Controlled unitary operation matrix is
given as l0)(0lSE+11)(1lS t/, and whole matrix is also de-
rived by the tensor product same as l-qubit operation. In
the (r,"-1tn-2 . . .0 ri-r . . .rs)2-th line (where {1610, 1})
of the matrix of the operation controlled by j-th qubit,
the diagonal element is 1 and off-diagonal elements are
0. Plural control qubits are allowed in our simulation.
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The qubit-wise observation is simulated by comparing
two summations of probabilities, t(V|...0...X...0...1V)
and f (V1...1...)(...1...l![), where 0 or 1 represents digits
of the observation-target qubit. Based on this compar-
ing process, either group of bases are discarded from the
memory as the reduction of wave packets.

3 Quantum-Circuit Processor
The matrix.calculation is directly mapped to the hard-

ware. The chip consists of processor elements (PEs), a
banyan-like switch network for inter-PE communication
and a broadcasting network for instruction and matrix
coeffi.cients. The PEs are configured at terminals of a re-
cursive H tree network as shown in Fig. 2. At the branch
point of H tree, a switch matrix is placed. Each PE ex-
ecutes the complex multiply and accumulate operation
with two adders, four multipliers and complex registers.
The behavior of switches for inter-PE communication is
provided by the target qubit location and the behavior of
switches for coefficient broadcasting is also provided by
the target and control qubits location. It is noted that
this hardware architecture is suitable for scaling due to
recursive structure. Namely, one can realize the zz-qubit
processor in completely recursive structure by using 2n
PEs. The instruction set is summarized in Table 1. 0,
do and Qt in eq.(l), (2) are decided in discrete value
{tr,rf2,rf 4,rf8,rfL6,r/J2} for simplicity. The obser-
vation process mentioned above is realized by execut-
ing PROB, PSUM and R"EDUCE sequentially. Owing
to these three instructions, observation process is com-
pleted in the polynomial time in the number of qubits
because probability summation is computed in steps of
order O(").

The proposed architecture was implemented in a sin-
gle PLD. Its spec is summarized in Table 2. The
5-qubit quarrtum Fourier transform was demonstrated
in practice. The main part of demonstrated program
list is shown in Fig. 3. For instance, the input state
(10) +lt))e(10) +lt))e(10) +lt))e(10)+lr)) el0) was
transformed to (10) + lt)) e l0) s l0) s l0) s l0) by the
quantum Fburier transform, which was consistent with
theory.

4 Conclusion
The simulator engine of quantum circuits was fabr!

cated and quantum algorithm was demonstrated. In this
chip, the operational speed seems dominated by the sig-
nal propagation in the network. This problem will be
solved by a buffer insertion in long interconnections be-
tween PEs. The processor architecture is suitable to be
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extended for larger numbers of qubits keeping the com-
putational time within polynomial growth at the cost of
the increase of numbers of computing device.
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Recursive Algorithm

Fig. 1 Concept of quantum-circuit processor with a quantum
algorithm. Parallel searching in the polynomial time is pos-
sible on our processor while conventional processors execute
only recursive algorithm in the exponential time.

Table 1 Summary of Instructions and Their F\rnction
Mnemonic F\rnction

Table 2 Specification of the Fabricated Chip
Type of PLD Altera trPzOK 15008FC33-3
Number of Qubits 5
Number of Gates 1.1x 106

Clock Frequency 15 MHz

Fig. 2 S-qubit chip architecture and a concept of system ex-
tension method using this chip. For instance, l0-qubit system
is composed of 32 chips in the perfect recursive strucrure.

PHAS(q1, d, da)

cPHAS(qc, et, d, da)

ROT(q1, d)

cROT(q", qt,9)

PROB

PSUM(qt)

REDUCE(q6, mode)

INIT
HALT

Phase shift of eq.(2) on
the digit d of the qubit qs.

Phase shifb controlled bv the
qubits q".
Rotation of eq.(1) on the
qubit q1.

Rotation controlled bv the
qubits q".

Computation of the observing
probability of single basis.

Summing probability register
values of which only q1-th
digit is different.
Comparing probability
register value and reducing
states in 3 modes.

Initialization to 100. . . 0).
Halt instruction.

/*qunatun FT+/
PHAS(4, 0, pi)
ROT(4, pJ-/2)
R0T(4, pi/a)
cPHAS( , 3, L,
PHAS(3, 0, pi)
R0T(3, pi/2)
B0T(3, p5./4)
cPHAS(4, 2, t,
cPHAS (3, 2, 7. ,
PHAS(2, 0, pi)
ROT(2, pi-/2)
ROT(2, pi-/a)
cPHAS(4, 1, 1,
cPHAS(3, 1, t,
cPHAS(2, 1, 1,
PHAS(I,0, pi)
ROT(1, pi/2)
ROT(1, pi/4)
cPHAS(4, 0, 1,

cPHAS(3, 0, 1, pil8)
cPHAS(2,0, 1,, pi/A)
cPHAS(1, 0, L, pi/2)
PHAS(O, 0, pi)
R0T(0, pi-/2)
R0T(0, pi/4)
/*SVAP*/
cR0T(4, Q, pi/2)
cPHAS(4,0, 1, pi)
cR0T(0, 4, pi/2)
cPHAS(O, 4, 1, pi)
cR0T(4, O, pi/2)
cPHAS(4, 0, 1, pi)
cR0T(3, t, pi/2)
cPHAS(3, 1, 1, pi)
cR0T(1, 3, pi/2)
cPHAS(1, 3, 1, pi)
cR0T(3 , I, pi/2)
cPHAS(3, 1, 1, pi)

pi/2)

pj,/a)
pL/2)

pi-/8)
pj-/a)
pj-/2)

pil16)

Fig. 3 Programming instance. The quantum Fourier
transform is executed taking 25 instruction steps.
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